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TC (16) Work Step 
 
Review and assess the internal controls concerning the District’s preparation and distribution of 
the various financial reports summarizing program expenditures and encumbrances to ensure 
they are adequate, thorough, transparent and financially sound. Perform a test of these internal 
controls to assess overall effectiveness (A).70 
 
Ensure the bond program financial reports produced by the Executive Director of Business 
Services (and staff) accurately and completely reflect the financial position of the bond program 
(B).70  
 
(A) Results of Testing – Preparation and Distribution of Financial Reports 
 
This review was limited to the financial reports prepared by and at the direction of the Executive 
Director of Business Services, Bond Finance (Executive Director).71 

 
Process for Creating Reports 
VLS reviewed the reports prepared by and at the direction of the Executive Director for February 
2016 and then traced the reports’ distribution forward up to May 2016. During this time period, 
there was a significant increase in the number of monthly reports added.72 
 
The District has taken the following steps to implement an adequate reporting system:73  
 

• The District has set up the Munis project ledger to be used with the general ledger, and 
reconciliations between the two ledgers are being done. Performing these 
reconciliations and making any needed adjustments assures the project ledger is in 
agreement with the general ledger. However, as discussed in the TC (14) section, these 
are not performed on a set schedule, and written procedures for this process have not 
been established. Recommendation TC14-6 was made in section TC (14) related to this 
concern. 

70 The letters included in parentheses after each sentence provide a reference to the applicable section in 
the “Results of Testing.” 
71 Although this review was limited to the reports prepared by and at the direction of the Executive 
Director, because of their importance, Change Order Reports and KPI reports, were included in step A. 
However, these two reports are prepared by the District’s Chief Engineering Officer and not the Executive 
Director.  
72 The increase in the number of reports added was the result of the CBOC requesting additional reports 
from the Executive Director. Please refer to FI (6) section for recommendations related to assessing the 
value of proposed monthly reporting requested by the CBOC against the ongoing cost of report 
development and maintenance. 
73 The bullets are a summary of some of the results from the testing performed in TC (14). The 
information is included here for reference as it is directly related to the effective financial reporting of the 
bond program. 
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• A common project matrix is being used between Primavera and the Munis ledgers to 
allow information from these systems to be matched. 
 

• The District has implemented the multi-year feature in Munis, but its functionality for 
project reporting purposes has not yet been determined. It may not have Facility project 
scheduling and projection capabilities; therefore, the Primavera scheduling and financial 
projection capabilities may continue to be needed.  
 

• Currently, project reports are prepared by consolidating information from Munis, 
Primavera, and Bitech (the District's former accounting system) into a database referred 
to by District staff as the “Data Dump.” This information is then used for project and 
special purpose reports.  

 
Types of Reports Created for the CBOC 
The responsibility of producing financial reports related to the bond program has been placed 
under the Executive Director, who is a District employee under the Finance Department. The 
Executive Director indicated that current efforts are primarily addressed to meet the CBOC 
report requests. Since March 2016 members of staff have been meeting with the CBOC Reports 
Subcommittee to address reporting requests from the CBOC.74 The specific request from the 
CBOC in February 2016 stated: 
 

“Request Motion: The eleven (11) reports listed below would be the most useful 
for the CBOC to review monthly at its meetings and that the District be 
requested to provide these reports monthly to the CBOC:75 

 
1. Bond Program Project Status Report 
2. Bonds KPI Summary 
3. School KPI Budgeted Costs  
4. Bond Program to Date  
5. Budget Summary FY2016  
6. Project Budget Report FY2016  
7. Change Order Information – Sub Project Summary  
8. Cash Flow FY2016 and FY2017 
9. Bond Program Staffing FY2016 

10. Bond Program Unencumbered Funds through December 2021  
11. Accounts Payable” 

 
Some of the reports listed by the CBOC were already being prepared on a monthly basis and 
presented to the Facilities Subcommittee (FSC) and to the CBOC. However, the requested 
reports had a different order of presentation and different names. Members of District staff 

74 The Reports Subcommittee is designated by the CBOC as an ad hoc subcommittee not subject to Brown 
Act requirements. 
75 This information was provided in the CBOC packet for 2/24/2016. 
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have been meeting approximately twice a month with the CBOC Report Subcommittee and both 
the number reports and changes to format and content have evolved.76 By the 6/22/2016 CBOC 
meeting, the CBOC had requested that a total of thirteen reports be provided, twelve of the 
thirteen reports were provided to the CBOC at this meeting, with a note stating that report 
number 13 would be available in future meetings. This is a report that as of the June 2016, 
meeting was still being prepared. This report is discussed in more detail in the following section. 
Please refer to FI 6 section for recommendations related to assessing the value of proposed 
monthly reporting requested by the CBOC against the ongoing cost of report development and 
maintenance. 
 
VLS reviewed the monthly reports presented to the CBOC and obtained a copy of the “crib 
sheet” prepared by a CBOC member to explain the thirteen reports the CBOC wanted presented 
as discussed in the 6/22/2016 CBOC meeting.77 VLS noticed that the CBOC emphasized that it 
desired the titles of the reports to be as the CBOC had requested, and that the reports be in the 
order requested when included in the meeting packets. In addition, the CBOC expressed 
discontent about the budget figures not having been updated in the reports provided. The 
purpose of the meetings between members of District staff and the CBOC Report Subcommittee 
is to understand the requests of the CBOC in order to meet the CBOC’s requests for reports. 
 
Types of Reports Created for the FSC and the Board 
Some, but not all of the reports submitted to the CBOC are transmitted to the FSC. VLS’s review 
of Board minutes for March 2016 through June 2016 did not indicate that the financial reports 
prepared by the Executive Director are being presented to the Board. However, the first and 
second interim reports provided to the Board include the Building Fund Revenues, Expenditures, 
and Changes in Fund Balance Report, which is prepared by the Executive Director.78 Other 
reports that the Board receives related to the Bond program that are not prepared by the 
Executive Director are Construction Project Status reports, and Change Order reports. 
 
Summary and VLS’s Assessment of Adequacy of Reports for Bond Program  
The reports prepared and their distribution for the months of February 2016 through May 2016 
are outlined in Table 5. These reports included reports provided to the FSC and the CBOC. (The 
reports provided directly to the Board are discussed separately) The “Meeting Dates” are the 

76 The members of the District staff holding meetings with the CBOC Reports subcommittee are the 
following: Executive Director of Bond Finance, District Engineering Officer (attends only certain meetings), 
Project Analyst, and Facilities Planning and Construction Master Scheduler. 
77 A “crib sheet,” also known as a “cheat sheet,” is a concise set of notes used for quick reference. 
78Local Education Agencies (LEA) such as WCCUSD are required to file two annual reports on the status of 
the LEA to the California Department of Education. The first interim report is due on December 15 of each 
year for the period ending on October 31, while the second interim report is due on March 17 for the 
period ending January 31. 
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dates when the CBOC or the FSC meeting took place. The “Financial Report Date” is the date of 
the financial report. 
 
Table 5: Summary of Reports Produced and Provided for Bond Program79 

  CBOC Facilities Sub-Committee 
Meeting Date 3/23/2016 5/18/2016 6/22/2016 3/15/2016 5/17/2016 6/21/2016 
Financial Report Date  2/29/2016 4/30/2016 5/31/2016 2/29/2016 4/30/2016 5/31/2016 

Current Year Financial Reports 
Financial Status Report Fund 21 X X X X X X 
Financial Status Report Fund 25 X X X X X X 
Financial Status Report Fund 35 X X X X X X 
Project Budget Report X X X X X X 
Budget Summary 11 Periods     X     X 

Special Reports 
Cash Flow through June 2017 X X X X X X 
Monthly Warrant Listing80 X X X X X X 
Change Order Reports81     X     X 
Fund 21 Position Budget for 15-16 and 16-
17     X       

Project Reports - Multi-Year 
Bond Program Key Performance Indicator 
(KPI) Summary   X X   X X 

School KPI Cost Report X           
Bond Program Spending by School Site 
(School Report #2)     X       

Summarized Cost Codes (School Report #3     X       
Bond Program Spending by Cost Code % 
Report #4     X       

 
Generally, the reports listed in Table 5 are categorized as follows: 
 

• Current Year Financial Reports – These reports cover current fiscal year activities and 
not the full length of facilities projects. 

 
o Financial Status Report Fund 21: This report shows the Bond Fund year-to-date 

revised budget, month actuals, and year-to-date actuals for revenues, 
expenditures and fund balances. Information is presented similarly for Fund 25 
which is Capital Facilities Fund, and Fund 35 which is County School Facility 
Fund. This report is adequate for providing a concise view of current year 
budget and actuals for the bond fund. (Fund 25 and 35 were not assessed as 
they are not part of the bond program. It is unusual for CBOCs to receive reports 
for funds outside of their Bond Programs. If the District decides to use the funds 
from Fund 25 and Fund 35 for expenditures related to the Bond Program, it 

79 There were inconsistencies in the naming of certain reports from one month to the next, VLS used the 
title first used for each report for the period reviewed. 
80This report is also referred to as the Accounts Payable Check List. 
81 This report is not provided by the Executive Director, instead, this report is provided by the District 
Engineering Officer. The Facilities Subcommittee received a summarized version of this report. 
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must be cautious to follow the rules for the expenditures for these funds even if 
transferred to Fund 21, the Bond Program Fund. 
 

o Project Budget Report: This report shows the Bond Fund year-to-date budget, 
actuals (expenditures), encumbrance, and balance as a financial summary by 
school site, project and cost code for expenditures. This is a very detailed report 
that is typically not provided to CBOCs at this level of detail.82  
 

o Budget Summary 11 periods: This report shows Bond Fund for fiscal year 
2015/16 through May 2016 listing budget, actuals (expenditures), 
encumbrances, and balance as a financial summary by object code for revenues 
and expenditures. This report was not part of the February 2016 report. This 
report was part of the June 2016 reporting and it appears to be a restatement of 
the Financial Status Report that drills down into details for revenues and 
expenses by object codes and sub-major object codes and includes 
encumbrances. This report is not something that is typically provided to CBOCs. 
This report appears to have too detailed information but if it were to be 
combined with the Financial Status Reports it would be easier to follow the 
details if this level of information is desired. 

 
• Special Reports – These are reports showing activity for the Bond Fund for the months 

reported. 
 

o Cash Flow through June 2017:83 This report shows cash flows by object code and 
ending cash balance for the month. All months of the year to date are listed 
beginning with beginning cash on July 1. This report shows the cash flows by 
major object of expenditure and includes a project to the end of the year and 
through the next fiscal year. This report appears to provide sufficient 
information on cash flows. It is a useful report for tracking cash flows and cash 
flow variances. 
 

o Monthly Warrant Listing: This report shows a listing of the checks (warrants) 
issued during the month. The warrants listed show the amount of the warrant 
and not necessarily the amount of the expenditures. For example, if the total 
expenditure includes amounts designated as contract retention, the warrant 
only lists the amount issued to the vendor in payment, the remainder of the 
expenditure (usually 10%) is held with a fiscal agent or in an escrow account 

82 At the July 2016 CBOC meeting it was stated in the “crib sheet” that these reports would no longer be 
requested to be provided to the CBOC.  
83 This report includes cash flow actuals to date and projected cash flow for future months for two fiscal 
years, 2015/16 and 2016/17. 
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depending on the contract terms with the vendor.84 This report is, in the opinion 
of VLS, the most valuable report for the CBOC as it shows what is being spent by 
invoice. Having this information allows the CBOC to question a particular 
payment if necessary. VLS was informed that the CBOC’s Audit Subcommittee 
normally selects two invoices related to the payment listed and requests the 
related support from the District for their review. VLS was informed that the 
District complies with this request. 
 

o Change Order Report: This report lists change orders for the month by project. 
Instead of being a single report it is rather a series of reports provided by the 
District Engineering Officer together with the District Master Scheduler in order 
to convey change orders to contracts.85 It also provides a code explaining the 
reason for the change order such as unforeseen conditions, owner initiated 
scope change, and design deficiency and outside agency. This report is useful to 
the CBOC as they may pose questions related to the reasoning for a change 
order and become aware of contract amount increases.86 
 

o Fund 21 Position Budget for 15/16 and 16/17:87 This report shows the District 
employee positions charged to the Bond Program, the FTE charged to the Bond 
program and the annual cost.88 The report also shows the contract employees 
and their hourly rates. This report would be useful if there are concerns over the 
number of staff supporting the Bond Program. This report would be more useful 
on a quarterly basis rather than a monthly basis as it gives a snapshot of District 
staffing for program administration. It was noticed that the District Master 
Scheduler was not listed. If the CBOC is to receive this report moving forward, it 
would be prudent to include all District employees, District consultants working 
on the Bond Program, as well as contract employees providing services to the 
Bond program. For example, the master scheduler should be included in this 
report as well as the construction manager for any project such as Pinole Valley. 

84 Retentions are explained in the KPI Summary report as follows: The District retains up to ten percent of 
payments on construction contracts, and frequently makes payments to vendor trust accounts for the 
retained amounts. The trust accounts are reported as cash on the District's financial records. 
85 This report is not prepared by the Executive Director. 
86 This report is not provided by the Executive Director, instead, this report is provided by the District 
Engineering Officer. The Facilities Subcommittee received a summarized version of this report. 
87 The CBOC in its request on 2/24/2016 had requested the title of this report to be “Bond Program 
Staffing FY2016.” 
88 FTE stands for Full-Time Equivalent, for example one employee working full time equals one FTE. 
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It should be decided whether the construction manager for Pinole Valley High 
School project should be included in this report.89 

 
• Project Reports Multi-Year – These reports reflect program activities for the full length 

of the Bond Program and require both the capture of prior year and current year data.  
 

o Bond Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Summary: This report shows details about 
the bond measures, such as what voters approved, bonds issued and bond 
payments. It also includes information about other non-bond sources of 
revenue that are eligible to use in the Bond Program. This report is prepared by 
the District Engineering Officer. This is a very useful and informative report as it 
shows the bonds that have been authorized, the debt payments, and the 
portions of the bond that have not yet been issued. It also shows funds from 
other sources for the year and prior years, gives a program summary, and also 
states the average monthly spending. This report is so informative that the 
District may consider displaying table one of this report on its website for the 
Bond Program. 
 

o School KPI Cost: This report shows by school site, the budget, actual 
expenditures, encumbrances, and balance. This report is a summary of spending 
by site.90 If this report is continued to be provided, it may benefit from a 
revision by presenting the actual expenditures through the prior year in a 
separate column and an additional column for expenditures for year to date. 
Additionally, the report lists encumbrances for amounts that may instead be 
referenced as commitments.91  
 

o Bond Program Spending by School Site (Report #2): This report shows by school 
site, the original budget, current budget, actual expenditures, encumbrances, 
and balance. This report is not something that is typically provided by CBOCs. It 
appears to be a report that is provided as a topic of interest and it is not clear as 
to where this report will evolve as it seems to be in the developing stages. 

 
o Bond Program Summarized Cost Codes (Report #3): This report shows original 

budget, current budget, actual expenditures, and balance by cost codes. This 
report is not something that is typically provided to CBOCs. It appears to be a 

89 VLS was informed that although the report submitted in June failed to list certain positions, all positions 
were listed in this report as provided to the CBOC in the August 2016 meeting. 
90 This report was provided to the CBOC as of 2/29/2016. After this date it was not provided. 
91 As discussed in section B of this work step, a commitment listed in these types of reports usually should 
show the full contract commitment while the encumbrance is part of the commitment and includes the 
amounts committed for that fiscal year only.  
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report that is provided as a topic of interest and it is not clear as to where this 
report will evolve as it seems to be in the developing stages. 
 

o Bond Program Spending by Cost Code (Report #4): This reports shows by cost 
codes the current budget, actual expenditures, and remaining balance. This 
report is not something that is typically provided to CBOCs. It appears to be a 
report that is provided as a topic of interest. The CBOC’s reports subcommittee 
is working on providing greater clarity as to how this report could be used.  

 
Summary of Reports Provided to the Board 
The District Board is provided the first and second interim reports which include the Building 
Fund Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance Report, which is prepared by the 
Executive Director. The first and second interim reports are high-level District-wide financial 
reports, which are provided two times during the year. Local Education Agencies (LEAs), such as 
WCCUSD, are required to file two annual reports on the status of the LEA to the California 
Department of Education. The first interim report is due on December 15 of each year for the 
period ending on October 31, while the second interim report is due on March 17 for the period 
ending January 31. As stated, a report for the Building Fund is part of this District-wide report.  
 
The District Board is also provided a monthly construction Project Status reports. This report 
shows active construction projects and lists the location and name of the project, the scope, 
construction status, contract status, period progress, anticipated progress for next period, 
duration of project, and percentage of work completed. This report is prepared by the 
Construction Manager.92 
 
One more report the District Board is provided is the monthly Change Order report which is also 
prepared by the District Engineering Officer. This report lists the monthly change orders that are 
over 10% of the original contract or are over $250,000. 
 
Status 
As stated in the section above, some of the reports being prepared for the CBOC by and at the 
direction of the Executive Director are still in the development stage. Looking forward, the 
proposed schedule for the new Master Plan, which was presented to the FSC in July 2016, 
envisions incurring expenses on 12 school projects in addition to Pinole Valley High School in 
fiscal year 2016/17, with eight more projects planned through June 2023. In addition, there are 
two projects pending completion in October 2016, and there are pending potential change 
orders for the Korematsu Middle School project. There is also planning and administration 
associated with the bond program, and the financial reporting system(s) need to be able to 
accommodate these two areas. See TC16-1 for recommendation related to this area. 
 

92 SGI is the Construction Manager for the remaining projects other than Pinole Valley High School. The 
Construction Manager for Pinole Valley High School is Roebbelen Contracting Inc. 
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The Master Plan schedule through June 2023 used projections of cash receipts and expenditures 
to test the viability of the proposed schedule with anticipated available resources. Since these 
are projections of future events, there will need to be updates to these projections as more 
current and better information becomes available. These projections are an important planning 
tool when updated on a regular basis and when major events occur that impact either revenues 
or expenditures. The District has about 20 projects that include Pinole Valley, which will have to 
be delegated to the program managers at the regional level. The vendor that is going to manage 
the Pinole valley project, for example, will need to have that information as the project manager 
should be held accountable for the budget, and she or he should have the necessary information 
to manage the budget. See TC16-2 for recommendation related to this area. 
 
It appears that the projection of cash receipts and expenditures on which the proposed Master 
Plan schedule through June 2023 is based has not been shared with the FSC, or the CBOC. This is 
an important planning tool and should be presented to all three bodies since it underlies the 
basis and assumptions for implementing District plans. However, it should be recognized that 
projections will change, and the projections should be updated and re-shared periodically. The 
information in the projection of cash receipts and expenditures, on which the proposed Master 
Plan schedule is based, appears to be similar to the report requested by the CBOC as of the 
6/22/2016 CBOC meeting. This report was requested to be provided on a monthly basis as 
report number 13 “Bond Program Unencumbered Funds Through December 2012.”93 The 
request by the CBOC is that this report be provided on a monthly basis; however, VLS believes 
that a report of this nature provided on a monthly basis is too frequent to be useful. As readers 
may become accustomed to the budget figures in this report not changing monthly, they may 
stop paying attention to it. Instead, this report should be provided in the same frequency that 
the master planning projects are updated or annually. (More often if there are significant 
changes in funding or projected cost.) The District should decide on the format of the report and 
the timing for periodic updates. See TC16-3 recommendation for this area. 
 
Assessment by VLS 

• The District has set up the Munis project ledger to be used with the general ledger, and 
reconciliations between the two ledgers are being done. Performing these 
reconciliations and making any needed adjustments assures the project ledger is in 
agreement with the general ledger. However, as discussed in the TC (14) section, these 
are not performed on a set schedule, and written procedures for this have not been 
established. A related recommendation was made in TC14-6. 

 
• It appears that the projection of cash receipts and expenditures on which the proposed 

Master Plan scheduled through June 2023 is based has not been shared with the Board, 
the FSC, or the CBOC. This is an important planning tool and should be presented to all 

93 “2012” is not a typographical error by VLS. VLS believes that the title is supposed to be “…Through 
December 2021.” 
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three bodies since it underlies the basis and assumptions for implementing District 
plans. This report should be provided in the same frequency that the master planning 
projects are updated or annually. (More often if there are significant changes in funding 
or projected cost.) The District should decide on the format for the report and the 
timing for periodic updates. See TC16-3 recommendation for this area. 
 

• The reports being prepared for the CBOC by and at the direction of the Executive 
Director are still in the development stage and report contents and distribution are 
subject to change as the processes and reports evolve. Based on the content of the 
8/11/2016 CBOC agenda there is not yet consensus between the CBOC and the District 
regarding the reports naming, presentation, format, and content. Internal conflicts and 
personality clashes also seem to be slowing the development of reports. The report 
development process is ongoing and not yet ready for testing. See TC16-4 for 
recommendation related to this area. Please refer to FI 6 section for recommendations 
related to assessing the value of proposed monthly reporting requested by the CBOC 
against the ongoing cost of report development and maintenance. 
 

• The types of reports and the frequency of the reports submitted to the FSC appear to be 
consistent and predictable. 

 
• While VLS found that the monthly reports prepared by the Executive Director were not 

presented to the Board, it appears the Board does receive the first and second interim 
reports containing the Building Fund Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund 
Balance report along with substantial briefings and action items related to the Bonds 
Program. 

 
(B) Results of Testing - Assess Whether These Reports Accurately and Completely Reflect the 

Financial Position of the Bond Program 
 
Internal Consistency Tests 
To test the internal consistency of the reports VLS performed the following tests on the reports 
submitted to the CBOC and the FSC in the month of May 2016. 
 

• For the current year reports, VLS assessed whether total expenditures and 
encumbrances in the Fund 21 Financial Status, the Project Budget Report, and the 
Budget Summary 11 Periods Report were in agreement. For total expenditures we 
found the reports in agreement in all cases.  
 

Accuracy Test 
To test the accuracy of the reports provided by the Executive Director to the CBOC and the FSC, 
VLS tested the reports provided to the CBOC and the FSC in the month of March 2016.94  

94 These reports covered the period through 2/29/2016. 
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• Financial Status Report Fund 21:95 VLS noticed that the beginning fund balance stated as 
of July 1, was $84,274,449, and showed an audit adjustment of ($2,403,615).96 This 
indicates that the beginning balance at 7/1/2015 was $81,870,884,97 while the 
compliance audit report as of 6/30/2015 listed $78,734,836 or a difference of 
$3,136,049.98 The reason for this difference is that the bond related revenues are not 
included in the Bond Program compliance audit, but they are shown in the Financial 
Status Report. The amount of Bond related revenues object code 9790 equals the 
difference of $3,136,049. This is not an issue; however, in order for this information to 
be presented more clearly to the readers, the Financial Status Report should include an 
explanation. This explanation should indicate that the amounts listed for fund balance 
for July 1, are different from the amounts shown for fund balance in the Bond Program 
compliance audit report as of June 30, due to the inclusion of bond related revenues in 
the Financial Status Report. See TC16-5 recommendation for this area. 
 

• Financial Status Report Fund 21:99 The Year-to-Date actual revenue and expenditure 
amounts were compared to the general ledger that VLS had been provided. The general 
ledger included revenues and expenditures up to 2/29/2016, which was the same date 
of the report. VLS noticed that the amounts listed in the Year-to-Date actual revenue 
and expenditures reflected the amounts shown in the general ledger. 
 

• Project Budget Report: The actual expenditures listed in this report were also compared 
to the general ledger and no differences for actual expenditures for the fiscal year were 
noticed between the general ledger and the Project Budget Report. 
 

• Cash Flow through June 2017:100 VLS noticed that the beginning fund balance stated as 
of July 1 was $96,781,503, which was different from ending cash balance shown in the 
compliance audit report as of 6/30/2015 of $95,180,264. This is a difference of 
$1,601,239.101 The reason for this difference is that the cash from bond related 

95 Only reports for Fund 21 were analyzed as only Fund 21 is part of the Bond Program. Reports for Fund 
25 and 35 were not analyzed. 
96 It was noticed that the Financial Status Report Fund 21 for January 2016, had failed to include this audit 
adjustment. 
97 The calculation is the following: $84,274,499 - $2,403,615 = $81,870,884. 
98 The beginning balance for the 2015/16 fiscal year should match the ending balance of the 2014/15 
fiscal year. The calculation is the following: $81,870,884 - $78,734,836 = $3,136,049. 
99 Only reports for Fund 21 were analyzed as only Fund 21 is part of the Bond Program. Reports for Fund 
25 and 35 were not analyzed. 
100 This report includes cash flow actuals to date and projected for future months for two fiscal years, 
2015/16 and 2016/17. 
101 The calculation is the following: $96,781,503 - $95,180,264 = $1,601,239. 
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revenues, object code 9790 and the cash from “undistributed,” object code 0000, are 
not included in the Bond Program compliance audit, but they are shown in the Financial 
Status Report. The amount of cash in County Treasury for Bond related revenues, object 
code 9790 equaled $3,136,049 as of 2/29/2016, while the Cash for “undistributed,” 
object code 0000 equaled ($1,534,809) as of 2/29/2016. These amounts combined total 
the difference of $3,136,049 + ($1,534,809) = $1,601,240.102 This is not an issue, 
however, to be more clear, this report should include an explanation that the amounts 
for beginning cash for July 1, are different than the amounts shown in the Bond Program 
compliance audit report for year ended 6/30/2015, due to the inclusion of bond related 
revenues and undistributed amounts into this report.103 See TC16-5 recommendation 
for this area. 
 

• Cash Flow through June 2017: Within this report, VLS noticed that the ending cash as of 
the end of January 2016 did not match the beginning cash stated as of February 2016. 
Ending cash as of January 2016 showed $36,091,406, while beginning cash as of 
February 2016 showed $33,687,792. This is a difference of $2,403,614.104 This difference 
was due to an audit adjustment posted. Per discussion with the Executive director, this 
report was originally not designed to include audit adjustments, thus the reason for the 
difference noticed. According to the Executive Director, once this issue was discovered 
the format of this report was changed to include (audit) changes to Fund Balance that 
affected cash. See TC16-7 recommendation for this area. 
 

• Monthly Warrant Listing (Accounts Payable Check List):105 In this report, VLS noticed 
that the amount listed as a grand total for the month of February 2016 in the warrant 
listing did not match the total listed for expenditures in the general ledger for the same 
month. Upon further review it was noticed that the amount recorded in the warrant 
listing for payments to certain vendors was less by 10% than the amount recorded in the 
general ledger. It was communicated by the Executive Director that the warrant listing 
shows the amount of the check issued to the vendor while the general ledger shows the 
entire expenditure.106 This is not an issue, however, the Monthly Warrant Listing, should 

102 There is a $1 rounding difference. 
103 VLS did not review bank statements or bank statement reconciliations for the moths listed in these 
reports. 
104 The calculation is as follows: $36,091,406 - $33,687,792 = $2,403,614. 
105 The Monthly warrant listing includes only payments to vendors and does not include payments for 
Bond Program classified salaries or payments for employee benefits. 
106 Standard industry practice for construction contracts allows payment withholdings (retentions) to: 1) 
be deposited in an escrow account with a financial institution at the time progress payments are made or 
2) be accumulated and held by the contracting party (the District). Additionally, Subsection “Payments 
and Contractors” of the District’s Administrative Regulation 3314 addresses retention withholdings. 
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make it clear that the amount shown does not include retention withholdings. See 
TC16-6 recommendation for this area. 
 

Other Items Noticed  
 
Common Core Technology Budgets: The District has allocated $35 million for Common Core 
Technology and assigned budget responsibility outside the Facilities Department. VLS notes that 
this allocation is not consistently reported in project reports. In the Bond Program Spending to 
Date by School Site Report, the budget is shown under Administration/Other as Information 
Technology with a $35 million budget and expenditures of $12,137,437 as of the end of June 
2016. See Figure 2 for this information as it was provided to the CBOC and the FSC for period 
ended 6/30/2016. The Bond Program Summarized Cost Codes Report does not appear to 
separate Common Core Technology and reports these costs within school sites combined with 
other technology expenditures. The Summarized Cost Code Report appears to show a budget of 
$15 million with expenditures of $17,218,841. See Figure 3 for this information as it was 
provided to the CBOC and the FSC for period ended 6/30/2016. Accountability would be 
improved if these costs and budgets were consistently grouped together in accordance with 
budget responsibility. See TC16-8 for recommendation related to this area. 
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Figure 2: Bond Program Spending to Date by School Site107 

 

107 As presented on Bond Program Spending to Date by School Site Report (Report #2) on 7/27/2016 to 
the CBOC.  
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Figure 3: Bond Program Summarized Cost codes108 

 
 
Liabilities, Encumbrances and Commitments - There may be some misunderstanding in the 
reports use of the term “encumbrances.” Both the current fiscal year reports and the multi-year 
reports use this term but there are significant differences in meaning. The “crib sheet” from the 
6/22/2016 CBOC minutes, characterized encumbrances as “liabilities that are not yet actual 
expenditures.”109 The more common accounting use is that encumbrances are for contractual 
work not yet done which is expected to be completed in the current fiscal year. This would be 
reflected in current year reports only. For multi-year reports the term “commitments” is 
normally used. This would include all the contractual work the District is currently committed to 
over the life of the project and not just what is expected to be completed during the current 
year. Multi-year project reports do not completely reflect the current position of the District if 
“commitments” are not included. For example, Figure 4 details the Bond Program Spending to 
Date by School Site report as of 6/30/2016 and lists the large Pinole Valley High School projected 
cost of $137,045,951 as an encumbered amount, when this amount would be more 
appropriately listed as a “committed” amount. After assessing how to present commitment 

108 As presented on Bond Program Summarized Cost Codes (Report #3) on 7/27/2016 to the CBOC. 
109 As mentioned, the “crib sheet” was created by a CBOC member intending to provide clarity as to the 
meaning of the reports. 
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amounts, the District should consider providing a legend as to the meaning of each column 
listed in this report in order to provide the clarity needed for the report to be understood. See 
TC16-9 for recommendation related to this area. 
 
Figure 4: Example of the Use of the Term “Encumbered” 

 
 
Cash-Flow Projections- It appears that the Cash flow projection for the large Pinole Valley 
project is based on the bid received. The bid price appears to be spread evenly over the 30 
months of the project. Given the size of this project, it would be prudent for the Chief Engineer 
and the Construction Manager to review these projections in light of the schedule of values 
from the contractor and other more current information to assess if adjustments may be 
necessary. Figure 5 lists cash flow predictions for the January through June of fiscal year 
2016/17. See TC16-10 for recommendation related to this area. 
 
Figure 5: Sample of Cash Flows for Disbursement for Part of Fiscal year 2017110 

 
 

110 This image was copied from the report as provided to CBOC on 7/27/2016. VLS acknowledges that the 
image quality is poor. 
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Internal Controls Related to Budgeting – For Discussion of whether budget figures reflect the 
financial position of the Bond Program, please refer to TC (6) section for a thorough discussion 
on detailed budget preparations. Refer to TC (5) section for a discussion on budget amounts as it 
pertains to the Master Planning budgeting process; and to FI (2) section for a discussion on 
budgets provided to the Board.  
 
Assessments by VLS 
 

• The reports tested for consistency all appeared to be in agreement. 
 

• The beginning fund balance and beginning cash balance provided in the reports as of 
2/29/16, appeared to be reflective of the ending balances shown in the Bond Program 
Compliance Audit, after accounting for items related to Bond related and undistributed 
revenue. (These two sources of revenue are not part of the Bond compliance Audit.  
 

• Reports do not contain footnotes or legends that would help the reader understand the 
information provided. See TC16-6 for recommendation related to this area. 
 

• The cash flows report contained one error in stating an ending cash balance for the 
month of January.111 See TC16-7 for recommendation related to this area. 
 

• Allocation for Common Core Technology budgets is not consistently reported between 
reports. See TC16-8 for recommendation related to this area. 
 

• Reports use the term “encumbered” and/or “encumbrances” to refer to items that are 
more commonly reported in standard accounting definitions as “commitments.” See 
TC16-9 for recommendation related to this area. 
 

• Cash flow projections for expenditures appear to be presented evenly or close to evenly, 
and may need to be assessed and adjusted based on schedule of values for existing 
contracts. See TC16-10 for recommendation related to this area. 
 

• Refer to TC (6) section for discussion on detailed budget preparations; to TC (5) for a 
discussion on budget amounts as it pertains to the Master Planning budgeting process; 
and to FI (2) for a discussion on budgets provided to the Board. 
 

New Score 
 
Medium 
 

111 Some of the reports tested also had the word “February” misspelled. 
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Recommendations (A) 
 
TC16-1. The financial reporting system(s) should include projections related not only to the 

construction related cost and master planning, but also cost related to the planning and 
administration associated with the bond program in order to provide a complete picture 
of projected expenditures.  
 

TC16-2. The District should ensure that as construction projects are delegated to program 
managers at the regional level, they are provided with the projections of cash receipts 
and expenditures related to their specific construction projects. As updates are made to 
these projections, those updates should be shared with the project managers at the 
regional level, as they will need sufficient information to enable them to manage the 
budget for the project. 
 

TC16-3. Share updates to program cash flow projections used in determining the schedule for 
the new Master Plan with the Board, the FSC, and the CBOC. This should be done on a 
periodic basis determined by the District in a format selected by the District. This report 
appears to be similar to the report number 13, which was requested by the CBOC as of 
the 6/22/2016 meeting. 
 

TC16-4. Once consensus is reached between the CBOC and the District regarding the report 
naming, presentation, format, and content; and once report development is finalized, 
develop written procedures for the preparation and distribution of reports so that 
processes can continue when there are changes in personnel. The written procedures 
should include the following:  
 

a. Identify the type of reports to be generated. 
 

b. Indicate the interval with which reports should be generated, such as monthly. 
 

c. Require that the Executive Director of Business Services, Bond Finance reviews 
the reports prior to distribution to other management, staff, or other users. 

 
d. Identify the individuals that should receive the reports generated and the 

process for communicating questions or comments back to the Bond Finance 
department. 

 
Recommendations (B) 

 
TC16-5. Include footnotes in the Financial Status Reports and Cash Flow Reports to explain any 

differences that can be expected when attempting to compare the beginning balances 
(for items such a beginning cash balance and beginning fund balance) listed in these 
reports to the same items’ ending balances reported in the Bond Program compliance 
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audit report for the prior year.112 Furthermore, include footnotes, notes, or legends 
necessary to help report readers understand information provided in the reports 
submitted to the FSC and the CBOC. 

 
TC16-6. Include a footnote in the Monthly Warrant Listing reports to explain that the amounts 

listed in this report are not the total expenditure listed in the general ledger; as this 
report shows the amount of the check issued to the vendor and does not include not 
include retention withholdings piece of the expenditure. Additionally, this footnote 
should explain the meaning of retention withholdings. 
 

TC16-7. Implement a review process prior to finalizing reports. This process should include 
mathematical, spelling and grammar accuracy verification. 
 

TC16-8. Report the Common Core Technology budget in a consistent manner across reports 

 
TC16-9. Consider using the term “commitments” instead of “encumbrances” when referring to 

amounts for contractual work the District is currently committed to over the life of the 
project. 
 

TC16-10. Review Cash Flow projection for Pinole Valley High School in light of the schedule of 
values from the contractor for this project to assess if adjustments may be necessary 
in presenting this projection. 

 
Additionally, refer to section TC (5) for TC5-1 and TC5-2 recommendations regarding budgeting 
procedures related to master planning. 
 
Refer to section TC (6) for TC6-7, TC6-8, and TC6-9 recommendations related to budget 
preparation and reporting. 
 
Refer to section FI (6) for FI6-1 recommendation related to assessing the value of proposed 
monthly reporting against the ongoing cost of development and maintenances. 
 
Refer to section FI (6) for FI6-3 recommendation related to ensuring that Bond Program 
resources are not being used to support the CBOC. 
 

112 As discussed in the Accuracy Test section of this work step, there were differences identified between 
these reports and the Performance Audit report. These differences are because the Financial Status 
Reports and Cash Flow Reports list the entire Fund 21 activity, which includes bond related revenues 
accounts and undistributed amounts accounts as well as Measures D and E accounts, while the 
Performance audit is strictly for Measures D and E only. 
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Response by District 
 
Recommendations (A) 
The District is in agreement with Recommendations (A) [TC16-1 through TC16-4].  
 
Recommendations (B) 
TC 16-5: The District has been very clear that the Financial Status Reports and the Cash Flow 
Reports represent Fund 21 in total. The Bond Program compliance audit has been presented as 
only including Measures D and E.  
 
The District agrees with the recommendations. TC16-6 through TC16-10. The District has made 
the recommended changes in TC16-6. 
 
VLS’s Assessment of District Response 
 
VLS acknowledges that the District is in agreement with the recommendations made by VLS for 
recommendations TC16-1 through TC16-4 and for recommendations TC16-6 through TC16-10. 
 
VLS acknowledges the District response for TC16-5 that Financial Status Reports and the Cash 
Flow Reports represent Fund 21 in total, while the Bond Program compliance audit report 
clearly states being limited to Measures D and E. However, VLS continues to encourage the 
District to include footnotes, notes, or legends necessary to help report readers understand 
information provided in the reports submitted to the FSC and the CBOC. For example, a simple 
note stating that in addition to accounts for Measures D and E, which are the subject of the 
performance audit, Fund 21 includes bond related revenues accounts and undistributed 
amounts accounts.  
 
VLS commends the District for having implemented recommendation TC16-6; however, VLS has 
not verified that this recommendation has been implemented. 
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